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Summary
Clubhead speed, ball speed and carry distance data were collected for two elite amateur players at the
US Amateur at Brookline in 1957. This data is compared to comprehensive launch condition data and
simulated drive distances from the US Amateur Championships.

Data Collection at 1957 US Amateur at Brookline
In 1957 the USGA conducted a study to determine the clubhead speed of elite amateur golfers. They
accomplished this using high-speed (stroboscopic) motion pictures of several golf drives of two
accomplished amateur golfers; Tim Holland and Robert Kuntz. The data was collected at the US Amateur
at Brookline and included clubhead speed, ball speed, carry distance, loft and contact time.
The first analysis of the high-speed motion picture data was problematic containing significant errors.
However, a re-examination of this data in 1959 resolved the errors and the report documenting this reexamination is the source of the data for this comparison. The entire report is included as Appendix A.

Data Collection at the 2005-2008 US Amateurs
As part of their basic research during the mid-2000s, members of the USGA Equipment Standards
Department would routinely collect launch condition data of elite amateurs and professionals at USGA
events. The data was collected using launch monitors on the practice range. Competitors were each
asked to hit 6 balls on the range in front of the launch monitor. The launch conditions; ball speed, ball
spin, and launch angle were recorded for each shot and an average was determined for each golfer.
In addition, the USGA, through Darrell Survey, had comprehensive data about which makes and models
of balls each competitor used. That knowledge, coupled with detailed aerodynamic data of the various
balls obtained through conformance testing, allowed for a more complete picture of golfer
performance, including distance.

Data Comparison
The 1957 data was very limited, only seven shots in total. Examining the data, the “corrected” highspeed motion picture record for Tim Holland (an elite amateur and Walker Cup veteran) demonstrated a
peak clubhead speed of 168fps (114.5mph). The report also indicates that a similar analysis of Bobby
Jones clubhead speed was measured at 166fps (113mph). Ball speed was also measured, as was carry
distance. A graph of carry distance vs ball speed is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Carry distance vs. ball speed for Holland and Kuntz (as well as two analytical curves) .

The graph shows an average ball speed of ~240fps (163.6mph) and an average carry of ~242 yards for
the two golfers; Holland and Kuntz.
Ball speeds from 2005-2008 US Amateur are given in Figure 2. Note that the average ball speeds of
Holland and Kuntz fall in the in the center of this distribution.
Clubhead speeds were not measured at these events. However, the ratio of ball speed to clubhead
speed (sometimes referred to as “smash factor”) for modern balls and clubs is well established in the
range of 1.47-1.49 for golfers of this caliber. Using these values of smash factor produce clubhead
speeds of ~110-111mph. This is lower than Holland’s peak clubhead of 114.5mph and Jones’ of
113mph, but this is not unexpected given the differences in equipment of these two eras.

Figure 2: Ball Speed from the 2005-2008 US Amateurs.

Carry distances weren’t measured during the range testing at the 2005-2008 US Amateurs. However,
using the measured launch conditions (Figure 3) and aerodynamic data of the most popular balls used at
these championships, we can simulate the “average” drive and calculate an average carry of 268 yards,
Table 1.

Ball
Tour Ball A
Tour Ball B
Tour Ball C
Tour Ball D
Tour Ball E

Speed
(mph)
163.3
163.3
163.3
163.3
163.3

Angle
(°)
10.7
10.7
10.7
10.7
10.7

Spin
(rpm)
2788
2788
2788
2788
2788

Time
(s)
6.69
6.55
6.63
6.75
6.56

Carry
(yds)
268
265.7
266.9
269.2
269.6

Total
(yds)
286.5
286
287
288.6
290

268
Table 1: Calculated Carry Distances for Popular Tour Balls using 2005-2008 Amateur Launch Conditions

Like the calculated clubhead speed the calculated carry distance of 268 yards is very different from the
carry distance of 242 yards in 1957. However, this 26 yard difference is not inconsistent with what one
might expect given that driving distance (carry plus roll) on the PGA TOUR increased by 34 yards over
that same time period, Figure 4.

Figure 4: PGA TOUR Average Drive Distance (ref. “Historical Drive Distance on the PGA TOUR”).

Furthermore, if you perform the same simulation over a range of ball speeds you obtain carry distance
vs balls speed trends which are very similar (although higher in carry magnitude) to those listed in the
1959 report.

Figure 5: Calculated Carry Distances for Popular Tour Balls at Various Ball Speeds).

Conclusions
Given the extremely limited amount of data from 1957 it would be inappropriate to draw any
quantitative conclusions from these comparisons other than that the data and analysis reported in the
1957 paper seem sound.
However, from a qualitative standpoint, it would appear that Messr’s Holland and Kuntz had clubhead
speeds that were not inconsistent with elite amateurs of 2005-2008 period. Furthermore, taking into
account the significant advances in equipment over this 50+ year period, their measured carry distances
also seemed reasonable when compared to the 2005-2008 data.
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